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 admittedly in accordance with Mr. Sidney Webb's views, and the
 book is definitely a plea for the more general establishment of
 minima below which wages should not be paid; this leads him to
 give a somewhat one-sided accounlt of the working of the laws in
 Australia. The method which he approves most heartily is that
 adopted in the "Act to provide for the establishment of Trade
 Boards for certain trades " in 1909 in Great Britain.

 The main part of the book is devoted to an analytical account
 of the various methods by wbich the fixing of wages has been
 approached in different countries. The fair wage clause in contracts,
 relating wages to those currently paid, is described at length, with
 an account of its imperfect success in France. The history of trade
 union action in respect of wages is sketched. An interesting
 chapter is devoted to the State as employer, which brings out the
 significant fact that in France more success is obtained in raising
 wages to an adequate standard in those cases where the Govern-
 ment has a monopoly (tobacco, matches, postal service) than in
 those where it faces opposition (railways, dockyards). The official
 policy is described thus: "La Commission emet le vceu que l'on
 mette 'a l'etude la question de faire entrer les n6cessit6s de l'existence
 comme 6lAment d'appreciation de la determination du Salaire"
 (p. 229), and " 'I'tat employeur doit assurer . . . ce minimum de
 bien-etre qui suppose un salaire suffisant pour ses besoins et ceux
 de sa farnille " (p. 230).

 The general impression one obtains from the various attempts,
 many of them successful, to fix a lower limit to wages, is that the
 advocates of a fixed minimum have not clear ideas of their objective;
 sometimes it is to level up wages to the best paid for every class of
 work, sometimes to ensure at least a bare independent subsistence
 wage, sometimes to raise both men's and women's wages to such a
 height that either could support a family; and in some cases it is
 hoped that the raised wage will pay itself from more efficient work,
 in others the possibility of unemployment is realised but no remedy
 is proposed. A.L.B.

 6.-La classe ouvrie&ee el les niveaux de vie. Recherches sur la
 hi6rarchie des besoins dans less socidties industrielles contempor aines.
 Par Maurice Halbwachs. xvii + 495 pp., 8vo. Paris: Librairie
 Felix Alcan. 1913. Price 7 fr. 50 c.

 This study is based principally on two reports (Erhebung von
 Wirtschaftsrechnungeni minder bemittelter Familien im Deutschen
 Reiche, and Haushaltungsrechnungen von Metallarbeitem) which
 appeared in Germany in 1909. Their results are analysed from
 various points of view, and are in particular used to test Engel's
 law as to the relation of expenditures on food, clothing and
 housing to income. The author finds that on the whole Engel's
 law is not sufficient; that there is great variation due to the varied
 constitution of a family and to inherited or fortuitous habits. He
 endeavours to estimate the importance of the pressing needs of
 family life, and arrives at the conclusion that with the working
 class the demand for good housing is soon satisfied and that the
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 surplus is devoted to expenditure outside the house. There is no
 continuous sequence from one level of domestic economy to another,
 but rather the standard of living changes by jumps, and it is rare
 that a family passes from one level to another. The documents
 used appear hardly general enough to warrant any very definite
 conclusions, and the argument of the book is difficult to follow
 owing to its prolixity and repetition. A great part is not statistical,
 but a rather thin discussion of the significance of the term working-
 class and its various sections. A.L.B.

 7.-Arbeilslohn und Arbeitszeit in Europa und Amerika, 1870-1909.
 Von R. Kuczynski. 817 pp., la. 8vo. Berlin: Verlag von Julius
 Springer, 1913. Price 24s.

 This volume, bulky as it is, contains less than its title seems to
 indicate, for there appears to be no material relating to Europe out-
 side Germany, except that published for a very few towns and
 industries, for years prior to 1904, by the United States Labour
 Department. The information relating to U.S.A. and to Germany
 is given in very great detail, and a great amount of material
 (especially for the latter country) is here published for the first
 time. No student of German wages can afford to neglect this
 material, but it is by no means complete, as it relates only to building,
 printing, and stone-work in its more detailed second part, with the
 addition of the machine industry and woodwork in its first. The
 tables are not summarised, and there is no attempt at any general
 conspectus either of the rates of wages, their changes, or the duration
 of work. It is to be hoped that the author will make his probably
 very valuable material accessible to students, by publishing a brief
 analysis and summary of the results he has obtained; for no one but
 the compiler of such data can really understand their significance.

 A.L.B.

 8.-English Local Government: the story of the King's highway.
 By Sidney and Beatrice Webb. x + 279 pp., 8vo. London:
 Longmans, 1913. Price 7s. 6d. net.

 In this Journal for December, 1906 (lxix, 783), we had the
 pleasure of noting the first volume of this excellent series of works,
 that on the Parish and the County. It was followed in due course
 by two volumes relating to the Manor and the Borough (reviewed
 in the Journal in 1908, lxxi, 418) and the orderly sequence, which
 would have led to a fourth volume, dealing with the development of
 local government under various statutory bodies in modern times, has
 been interrupted for a time in order to produce the present work on
 road administration, the materials for which had been more fully
 collected. Like its predecessors, it is learned and thorough. The
 statutes cited in it are not far short of two hundred. The authors
 adopt a convenient course in giving the text without any inter-
 ruption, and reserving for "the reader who likes footnotes and
 references " (among whom we presume to count ourselves) an
 appendix at the end of each chapter, in which the authorities for
 the statements made in the chapter are fully set forth. The scope
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